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The microstructural evolution of Cu through-silicon vias (TSVs) during thermal annealing was investigated by analyzing the Cu microstructure and the
effects of twin boundaries and stress in the TSV. The Cu TSV had two regions
with different grain sizes between the center and the edge with a random Cu
texture before and after annealing. The grain size of large grains was almost
unchanged after annealing, and the abrupt grain growth was restricted by the
twin boundaries due to their structural stability. However, microvoids and
cracks in the Cu TSV were observed after annealing. These defects were
formed by the stress concentration among Cu grains. After defects were
formed, the stress level of the TSV was decreased after annealing.
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INTRODUCTION
The three-dimensional system-in-package (3-D
SIP) has emerged as a system enabling high device
integration and performance. The chip integration
design has changed from long, wired, two-dimensional packaging to short, vertical, three-dimensional stacking.1–5 Through-silicon via (TSV)
technology has received the most attention because
this technique offers system design flexibility, low
cost, and integration of heterogeneous chips. In
addition, TSV has excellent electrical properties,
such as high conductivity and low RC delay.6–8
Cu is the strongest candidate for TSV materials
due to its low resistivity; however, some reliability
issues are induced by the thermal stress generated
due to the large mismatch between the coefficients
of thermal expansion for Cu (17.70 ppm/°C) and Si
(2.61 ppm/°C) during thermal cycling. TSVs should
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undergo thermal loading after formation during the
integration process. After via etching and filling,
TSVs will undergo thermal cycling at 400°C with
metallization and/or at 200°C with the bonding
process. These thermal cycling procedures during
fabrication may induce mechanical failure of TSVs.
The stress level in TSVs and its profile are
important for TSV reliability. To predict and measure the stress level, several researchers have
studied the stress level with simulations using finite-element modeling and with experimental
techniques such as l-Raman spectroscopy, x-ray
diffraction, and digital image speckle correlation.9–11 In addition to stress, the microstructural
evolution of the Cu grains in TSVs is important for
understanding the stress profile and controlling its
level, because microstructural variation is the origin
of stress. Furthermore, the microstructure of Cu
TSVs may change with grain growth, or damage
may occur during thermal processing. The possible
defects include voids and cracks in the interior of
the TSV and extrusion of Cu outside of the TSV.
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These microstructural changes are affected by
aspects of the microstructure, such as texture, grain
boundaries, or a twin boundary. Therefore, the
microstructural evolution in TSVs during thermal
cycling is important for TSV reliability, and understanding of the microstructural evolution, along
with understanding of the microstructural characteristics and inherent stress before and after
annealing, is essential for reliable 3-D packaging.
The microstructure of Cu TSVs has been reported
with scanned images obtained using optical
microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and
focused ion beam (FIB) techniques, but only after
fabrication optimization.12–16 Recently, Okoro et al.
reported that no preferred texture and grain growth
were observed in Cu TSVs under various annealing
conditions with FIB and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) results.17 However, this report
focused on analyzing the results of hardness and
elastic modulus with grain size and residual stress.
An in-depth study on the microstructural evolution
or defects in the TSV was not reported.
In this study, the microstructural characteristics
and evolution on annealing of Cu TSVs were studied
from the perspective of the effect of twin boundaries
and formation of defects, such as voids and cracks,
using FIB images and EBSD data. Furthermore, the
relationship between mechanical stress and microstructure is discussed based on the results of synchrotron x-ray microdiffraction measurements.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A TSV sample with 20 lm diameter and 90 lm
height was prepared. After metallization, vias were
prepared by deep reactive-ion etching and a silicon
oxide layer and a titanium barrier material were
deposited on the via walls. Cu was then electroplated
at current density of 10 A/m2 for 10 min and at
100 A/m2 for 60 min. This type of sample was not
annealed after TSV formation because the process of
TSV formation was the so-called via-last process. For
the via-last process, in which TSV is formed after
back end of the line (BEOL), the TSV will be treated
at 200°C with a bonding process. After fabrication,
the bonding process will be applied, therefore TSVs
may be subject to thermal loading at 200°C during
the bonding process for 3-D packaging.
To study the effects of annealing on the microstructure of Cu TSV, thermal annealing was conducted at 200°C for 1 h with 13.3 9 10 5 Pa
vacuum condition and ramping rate of about 4.5°C/
min. The samples were allowed to cool before being
taken out of the furnace. This condition was chosen
because thermal loading at 200°C is inevitable for
via-last TSVs due to the bonding process in wafer
integration. To study the effects of aging on microstructural variation, the TSV sample was aged for
1 year at room temperature.
The microstructural characteristics of the Cu TSV
were analyzed by FIB and EBSD both before and
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after annealing. For FIB analysis, milling and
scanning were conducted by a Ga-ion source in the
FIB. An ion miller with an Ar gas source was used
for surface refinement for sample preparation for
EBSD measurements.
Stress measurements were performed by synchrotron x-ray microdiffraction at beamline 12.3.2
at the Advanced Light Source of Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory. A schematic figure and the
method of stress calculation for deviatoric stress
and hydrostatic stress are presented in Fig. 1. The
energy range of the x-ray beam of this beamline is
approximately 5 keV to 24 keV, and the beam comes
from a bending magnet, providing a continuous
energy distribution. The x-ray beam was focused by
Kirkpatrick–Baez (KB) mirrors, and diffraction
data were collected using an MAR133 charge-coupled device (CCD) camera.18 Synchrotron x-ray
microdiffraction has a 1 lm 9 1 lm beam size,
allowing the local stress of specific positions of
interest to be measured. The stress was measured
for every 1 lm 9 1 lm area in the TSV sample. The
total strain tensor was obtained from the sum of
the deviatoric components obtained by analyzing
the Laue pattern and the hydrostatic (dilatational)
components obtained by energy scanning. The
hydrostatic stress was measured using a monochromatic beam, and energy scanning was conducted from 9.8 keV to 10.2 keV in 0.1-keV steps.
Stress measurements were performed before
annealing and after fully cooling from 200°C to room
temperature. The diffraction patterns were analyzed by x-ray microdiffraction analysis (XMAS)
software developed in-house for beamline 12.3.2.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows FIB images of the TSVs and
compares the microstructure of the TSVs. Figure 2a
shows the TSV before annealing, and Fig. 2b shows
the TSV after annealing. Before annealing, the Cu
TSV had large grains in the center of the TSV and
small grains at the top and sides of the TSV. After
annealing, the TSV had both small grains and large
grains; however, the large-grain region was
enlarged, and the portion of fine grains was reduced
with some remaining at the top and side of the TSV.
The regions between the small-grained area and the
large-grained area are separated by a dotted line in
Fig. 2.
The size deviation among the grains in the TSV
was exacerbated by the electroplating process during the TSV formation, and this phenomenon was
observed in the case of the Cu films or the Cu vias
formed by electroplating (depending on the deposition conditions).19,20 Because small grains were less
stable than large grains, grain growth of the small
grains occurred during thermal treatment. However, not all of the small grains had grown after 1 h
of annealing at 200°C, and the sample maintained
overall the two regions distinguished by the grain
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Fig. 1. White-beam and monochromatic-beam x-ray microdiffraction were used to study the submicron-scale local stress of TSV. (a) Schematic
of synchrotron XRD at ALS, focused to submicron size by a KB mirror. (b) The deviatoric strain tensor is obtained from the Laue pattern by whitebeam scanning. (c) The hydrostatic strain can be calculated from the peak positions in the Laue pattern.

Fig. 2. FIB images of the TSV (a) before annealing and (b) after
annealing at 200°C for 1 h. The small-grain area and the large-grain
areas are indicated by the dotted line.

size of the Cu grains. In addition, abnormal grain
growth and further growth of the large grains were
not observed in the FIB image of the TSV after
annealing.
Figure 3 shows EBSD images of the TSV and
describes the results of the band contrast (BC),
normal direction (ND), transverse direction (TD),
and rolling direction (RD). The BC images show the
relative intensity of the Kikuchi bands in the diffraction pattern. The grain boundaries and the
grain structure of TSV were distinguished by dark
lines without considering the texture of the Cu TSV.
The textures of each Cu grain in the ND, TD, and
RD images were described as being normal; however, the RD and TD are indistinguishable for
EBSD analysis due to the cylindrical structure of
the Cu TSV. Therefore, only the ND (vertical z-axis)
is meaningful and is discussed herein. The inverse
pole figures for before and after annealing TSV are
shown in Fig. 4, and the percentages of (100), (110),
and (111) textures are presented in Table I. All of
the (100), (110), and (111) textures existed in less
than 10% of the TSV sample both before annealing
and after annealing, and no preferred orientation
was observed. In Fig. 4, the intensity was statistically described by the multiple of uniform density
(mud) with the maximum intensity of the contoured
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Fig. 3. EBSD orientation maps of the TSV (a) before annealing and
(b) after annealing. Both of the TSVs had random orientation
throughout the Cu TSV.
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pole figures. A mud of 1 indicates randomly oriented
grains,21 and most of the values in Fig. 4 are below
1 mud. Therefore, Cu had a random texture both
before annealing and after annealing the TSVs, as
supported by Fig. 4. In addition, texture variation
by annealing was not observed.
The grain size of the small grains and the large
grains before and after annealing the TSVs are also
presented in Table I. The grain sizes of the small
grains, which were approximately 2.3 lm, did not
change during the annealing process. In contrast,
the sizes of the large grains increased after
annealing, form 5.0 lm to 5.5 lm. This result indicates that the grain size in the center of the Cu TSV
was only slightly altered and remained almost the
same after annealing. These results correspond to
the results of the FIB images taken before and after
annealing the TSVs.
Figure 5 shows detailed FIB images of the TSV
before annealing (Fig. 5b), after annealing (Fig. 5c),
and after aging at room temperature (Fig. 5d). All
the images show the same location as marked in
Fig. 5a. To analyze the microstructure in the aged
TSV, slight milling by FIB was performed on the
same TSV sample before annealing for precise
comparison of the microstructural changes caused
by the aging effect. As shown by comparing the TSV
before and after annealing with the FIB images
shown in Fig. 5 and with the grain sizes calculated
from the EBSD data in Table I, the large grains
remained similar in grain size after annealing
despite experiencing 200°C thermal loading for 1 h.
Furthermore, additional room-temperature aging of
the TSV showed both the small-grain and large-grain

Fig. 4. Inverse pole figure images of TSV (a) before annealing and (b) after annealing with 12.5° half-width and 5° cluster size.
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Table I. Percentage of (100), (110), and (111) texture and grain size of Cu at the small-grain area and the
large-grain area in the as-received TSV and the TSV after annealing
Texture

Before annealing
After annealing

Grain Size

(100)

(110)

(111)

Fine-Grain Region

Large-Grain Region

5.0%
5.2%

8.5%
8.0%

7.5%
9.6%

2.3 lm
2.3 lm

5.0 lm
5.5 lm

Fig. 5. (a) FIB image of the TSV with the closely investigated region highlighted. Enlarged FIB images of the TSV (b) before annealing, (c) after
annealing at 200°C for 1 h, and (d) after aging at room temperature for 1 year.

regions, with unchanged ratio. These results
contradict those of Okoro et al., who reported that
the microstructure and grain size of the TSV changed with an increase in annealing conditions. For
TSVs with 5 lm diameter and 23 lm depth, the
maximum mean grain size of the as-deposited TSV
was 1.6 lm, changing to 1.7 lm after room-temperature aging for 6 months. It changed to 2.3 lm
after annealing at 300°C for 15 min and at 420°C for
20 min.17
The key point of differences for the restriction of
microstructural change and the enlargement of
grain size was due to the existence of twin boundaries in the Cu TSV. A result distinguishable from
the EBSD measurements was a high proportion of
twin boundaries. Figure 6a shows an EBSD image
of the middle of the TSV before annealing. Twin
boundaries were considered in this analysis. Twin
boundaries are depicted by red lines, and the normal high-angle grain boundaries are illustrated by
black lines. There are many twin boundaries in this
EBSD image.
To quantify the twin boundaries in the EBSD
data, the misorientation angle distribution (for the
same part of the TSV) for Fig. 6a is shown in
Fig. 6b. The 58.5° to 60° misorientation angles,
representing first-order twin boundaries (R3
boundaries), represented a strikingly high proportion (28.5%) of all the misorientation angles. In
addition, the second-order twin boundaries (R9
boundaries), which have an approximately 39.5°

misorientation angle, accounted for 3.1%. The misorientation angle distribution was not the same for
the normal random grain boundaries. These
boundaries followed the Mackenzie plot, showing
that twin boundaries accounted for a high proportion of the grain boundaries in the TSV. Considering
all the parts of the TSV sample before annealing,
the small-grain area accounted for 21.8% of the twin
boundaries while the large-grain area accounted for
30.8%. Furthermore, after annealing, the TSV
maintained its amount of twin boundaries. The
small-grain area accounted for 21.2% of the twin
boundaries, while the large-grain area accounted for
34.0%. This maintenance of the amount of twin
boundaries also supports the effect of the twin
boundaries on the restriction of the abrupt microstructure change of Cu in the TSV. Because twin
boundaries are more stable than normal grain
boundaries,22 they prevent abnormal grain growth
of Cu and contribute to maintenance of the grain
size in the TSV. Regarding the effect of twin
boundaries, it was reported that the grains in a
copper film with many nanotwins grew only slightly
after annealing at 200°C for 1 h, and many twin
boundaries were still present in the sample after
annealing. In contrast, grains in Cu film with few
twins grew much more after annealing and showed
abnormal grain growth after room-temperature
aging for 1 year.19 These phenomena indicate that
twinned Cu grains are more stable to thermal
annealing compared with Cu grains with few
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Fig. 7. Formation of voids and cracks after annealing: (a) locations
of voids and cracks are marked, (b) voids formed in the top of TSV,
and (c) cracks formed at the interface of the Cu grains in the right
side of the TSV after annealing.
Fig. 6. (a) EBSD orientation map overlaid on the grain boundaries of
the Cu TSV before annealing; black lines indicate high-angle grain
boundaries, and red lines imply twin (R3) boundaries. (b) Misorientation angle distribution of the Cu TSV before annealing.

nanotwins. Twin boundaries inhibited the microstructural changes caused by annealing and aging.
Detailed analysis of the FIB images revealed that
defects including microvoids and cracks were
observed in the TSV after annealing, as shown in
Fig. 7. The locations of the voids and crack are
marked in Fig. 7a, and Fig. 7b shows an enlarged
image of voids formed at the top side of the TSV.
Figure 7c shows cracks formed at the right side in
the bottom of a Cu TSV. Voids existed at the interface between the two grains, such as grain boundaries or twin boundaries, and some of the voids were
formed at the region of grain size alteration in the
top or side of the TSV as shown in Fig. 7b. In
addition, cracks were observed in the inner part of
the TSV. The formation of voids and cracks can be
explained by the grain size deviation and induced
stress in the Cu TSV. First, the inhomogeneous
grain size distribution caused local deformation in
the Cu due to its anisotropic properties as a function
of temperature.19 This local deformation, which
occurred during annealing, induced the formation of
defects, as shown in Fig. 7. In addition, the stress

state of the TSV also caused the formation of
defects.
The average hydrostatic stress of the Cu TSV
before annealing was 229 MPa. All the stress tensors for the TSV before annealing were mapped and
are illustrated in Fig. 8. These stress tensors were
summed with the hydrostatic stress and the deviatoric stress components. The normal stress components (rxx, ryy, and rzz) represent the sum of the
hydrostatic stress and deviatoric stress for each
position, and the shear stress components (rxy, ryz,
and rxz) represent the deviatoric stress. The TSV
sample that did not receive any post-treatment had
tensile hydrostatic stress. Tensile stress developed
due to residual stress from fabrication and grain
growth after deposition because the TSV should
maintain its shape (cylindrical structure) and
coherent connection with surrounding materials,
regardless of microstructural changes. In addition,
all the stress components had locally high compressive or high tensile values with large deviation
among stresses in the TSV before annealing. These
deviations were induced by the large gap of grain
sizes between the inner and outer part of the TSV,
as shown in Figs. 2 and 5. Regarding the effect of
stress on defect formation, thermal stress was
induced differently among grains or between the twin
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Fig. 8. Stress maps of the Cu TSV with all the stress tensors for the TSV before annealing.

phase and the parent phase during thermal
annealing due to the different orientation of the
sample23 because Cu is an anisotropic material. A
stress difference may cause stress concentration at
the interfaces, corners, and intersections of Cu
grains, and this effect of stress concentration may
cause the formation of voids and cracks in the
stress-concentrated sites shown in Fig. 8a, b. In
addition, the hydrostatic stress was 177 MPa after
thermal annealing. Our group previously reported
the stress and its profile in TSVs before, during, and
after annealing.24 The hydrostatic stress remained
tensile because additional grain growth and the
microstructural change of large grains were
restricted by the twin boundaries, as discussed
above. However, the level of stress in the TSV after
annealing was decreased by the formation of defects
in the TSV.
CONCLUSIONS
The microstructural evolution of a Cu TSV on
thermal annealing was investigated in this work.
The Cu TSV had two microstructural sections with
different grain size. Both had a random texture both
before and after annealing. The grain size of the
inner part of the TSV was larger than at the top and
the edge of the TSV, and the grain sizes of large
grains was almost the same for the TSV before and
after annealing. The maintenance of the microstructure in the Cu TSV was affected by its boundary characteristics. The TSV contained many twin
boundaries, and these stable boundaries restricted
grain growth during annealing and additional
aging. However, microvoids and cracks were formed
in the TSV after thermal annealing due to its grain
size deviation and stress concentration on annealing. These defects reduced the local stress in the
TSV after annealing. Understanding microstructural evolution and its effect on stress in TSVs can

enable the prediction of the effects of TSV fabrication and 3-D integration reliability.
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